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Question 1 
(a) Solve the following ordinary differential equation (ODE) by integration: 
              02sin2 =+′ xy π                                                                                      (Marks 5) 
 
(b) Find a general solution of the following ODE by a suitable substitution:                                     
 
                            )tan(2 3
x
yxyyx +=′ ,    .                                                                     (Marks 7)        
 
(c) Check if the following differential equation is exact and then using the initial given 
 values, find its solution. 










(a) A wet sheet in a dryer loses its moisture at a rate proportional to its moisture content.  
 (i) Model this drying process by a first order ordinary differential equation (ODE). 
                                                                                                                                          (Marks 3)    
 (ii) If the sheet loses half of its moisture during the first 10 min of drying, calculate 
  the time in minutes that  it will need to dry completely, i.e., would lose 99% of its 
  moisture.                                                                                                   (Marks 5) 
 
(b) Find the integrating factor of the following ODE and then solve it. 
          ( ) ydyxdxxy sin4cos2 2 =+ .                                                             (Marks 6) 
 
(c) Solve the following differential equation: 
                    02510 =+′+′′ yyy .                                                                          (Marks 6)    
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Question 3 
(a) Solve the following Bernoulli equation: 
                   22 yxyyx =+′      .                                                                      (Marks 7)    
          
(b) Given that xxy cos2/11
−=  , find y2 to form the basis of  the following differential  
 equation: 
                        0)
4
1( 22 =−+′+′′ yxyxyx  .                                                          (Marks 6) 
 
 
(c) Solve the following second order nonhomogeneous ordinary differential equation with 
 the given initial conditions: 




(a) Solve the following initial value problem:                                                    (Marks 8) 







,           y1(0) = 1,  y2(0) = 0. 
 
(b) If functions f(x) and g(x) are periodic with the period p , then show that the function 
 )()()( xbgxafxh += , where a and b are constants, is also periodic with the same period 
 p.                                                                                                                    (Marks 5) 
 



















                        )2()( π+= xfxf . 
(i) Sketch the above function f(x).                                                         (Marks 2) 
(ii) Write the Fourier series of f(x) and the determine the Fourier coefficients 0a and 
1b .                                                                                                     (Marks 5) 
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Question 5 
(a) The temperature T (oC)  in a body is given by: 22 49 yxT += ; assuming that it is 
 independent of z . Sketch the isotherm at T = 36oC.                                   (Marks 5) 
 
 




=+ yx .  
 (i) Write this in the form  of a vector function of parameter t.            (Marks 5) 
  
(ii) Find the tangent to the ellipse at  P: )
2
1,2( .                          (Marks 5) 
 







(a) Calculate the divergence v.∇  of the vector  ],,[222 zyxzyx=v  at P: (3, -1, 4). 
                           (Marks  5) 
 
(b) Find curl u of  ],,[
222 zxz eee −−=u .                                                      (Marks  5) 
 
 
(c) Calculate the line integral ∫ ⋅C drF.  for ],,[
zyx eee −−−=F  along C : ],,[ 32 ttt=r from 






1 .                                                                                  (Marks 5) 
 










.                                                                     (Marks 5) 
 
 
